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I. INTRODUCTION 

Most of our real live problems in engineering, social and medical science, environment, economics, etc. have 

uncertainties. Several set theories have been given in order to mathematically model these uncertainties. Soft 

sets,  fuzzy soft sets  and generalized fuzzy soft sets  are leading two of these theories. 

    In recent times, the process of fuzzification of soft set theory is rapidly progressed. In 2010, Majumdar and 

Samanta [12] introduced the generalized fuzzy soft set. In 2015, Chakraborty and  Mukherjee [14] defined the 

topological structure of generalized fuzzy soft sets. To improve this concept many researchers studied on this 

field.  

      The concept of separation axioms is one of the most important concepts in topological spaces. In fuzzy soft 

topological space has been  studied by Mahanta and  Das [8],  and  Khedr et al. [6]. Some others ([7], [9]) 

studied some separation axioms of intuitionistic fuzzy soft separation axioms and established several equivalent 

forms of fuzzy soft spaces. Khedr et al. [2] mentioned separation axioms in generalized fuzzy soft topological 

spaces. They [3] introduced separation axioms in generalized fuzzy soft topological spaces by using generalized 

fuzzy soft quasi-coincident relation and generalized fuzzy soft Q neighborhood system. 

   In our present article, we introduced new separation axioms, which are more general than separation axioms of 

Khedr et al. [2,3], by the sense of Ganguly and Saha [15] in generalized fuzzy soft topological spaces.  By using 

this  notions, we also give some basic theorems which are important for separation axioms and taking place in 

classical topological spaces. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

     In this section, we will give some fundamental definitions and theorems about generalized fuzzy soft sets 

which will be needed in the sequel. 

 

Definition 2.1. [10] Let X  be a non-empty set. A fuzzy set A  in X is defined by a membership function  

]1,0[: XA  whose value )(xA  represents the "grade of membership" of  x in A  for  Xx . The set 

of all fuzzy sets in a set X is denoted by 
XI , where I  is the closed unit interval ]1.0[ . 

Definition 2.2. [1] Let X be an initial universe set and E  be a set of parameters. Let )(XP  denotes the power 

set of X and EA . A pair ),( Af  is called a soft set over X  if f  is a mapping from A  into )(XP  i.e.,  
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)(: XPAf   In other words, a soft set is a parameterized family of subsets of the set X . For Ae , 

)(ef  may be considered as the set of e approximate elements of the soft set ),( Af . 

 

Definition 2.3. [11, 16]  Let X  be an initial universe set and E  be a set of parameters. Let EA . A fuzzy 

soft set  Af  over X  is a mapping from E  to 
XI , i.e., 

X

A IEf : , where XA ef 0)(    if EAe  , 

and  XA ef 0)(   if Ae , where X0  denoted empty fuzzy set in X . 

 

Definition 2.4. [12] Let X  be a universal set of elements and E  be a universal set of parameters for X . Let  

XIEF :  and    be a fuzzy subset of E , i.e.,  IE : . Let F  be the mapping IIEF X :  

defined as follows:  

))(),(()( eeFeF   , where 
XIeF )( and Ie )( . Then F  is called a generalized fuzzy soft set 

( GFSS  in short) over ),( EX . The family of all these generalized fuzzy soft sets over ),( EX  denoted by 

),( EXGFSS . 

 

Definition 2.5. [12] Let F  and G  be two GFSSs  over ),( EX . F  is said to be a GFS  subset of G  

denoted  by  GF ~  if 

(i)    is a fuzzy subset of    (ii)  )(eF  is also a fuzzy subset of )(eG Ee . 

 

Definition 2.6. [12] Let F  be a GFSS  over ),( EX . The complement of F , denoted by 
cF , is defined by  

 GF c  , where  )()( ee c    and )()( eFeG c , Ee . Obviously  FF cc )( . 

 

Definition 2.7. [14] Let F  and G  be two GFSSs  over ),( EX . The union of F  and G , denoted by 

 GF ~ ,  is The GFSS  H , defined as IIEH X :  such that ))(),(()( eeHeH   , where 

)()()( eGeFeH   and )()()( eee   Ee . 

 

Definition 2.8. [14] Let F  and G  be two GFSSs over ),( EX . The Intersection of F  and G , denoted by 

 GF ~ , is the GFSS  M , defined as  IIEM X :  such that ))(),(()( eeMeM   , where 

)()()( eGeFeM   and )()()( eee   Ee . 

 

Definition 2.9. [12] A GFSS is said to be a generalized null fuzzy soft set, denoted by 0
~

, if  

IIE X :0
~
 such that ))(),(0

~
()(0

~
eee   where 0)(0

~
e  and 0)( e Ee (Where 

0)(0 x Xx ). 

 

Definition 2.10. [12] A GFSS  is said to be a generalized absolute fuzzy soft set, denoted by 1
~

, if 

IIE X  :1
~

, where ))(),(1
~

()(1
~

eee   is defined by 1)(1
~

e  and 1)(  e Ee  (Where 

1)(1 x Xx ). 
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Definition 2.11. [5]  Let ),( 1EXGFSS  and ),( 2EYGFSS  be the families of all generalized fuzzy soft sets 

over ),( 1EX  and ),( 2EY , respectively. Let  YXu :  and 21: EEp   be two functions. Then a 

mapping  ),(),(: 21 EYGFSSEXGFSSfup   is defined as follows: for a  generalized fuzzy soft set  

),( 1EXGFSSF  , 2)( EEpe  and Yy . Then 

 )(),)(())(((
)()()( 111 exeFyeFf

epeepeyuxup      if     )(,)( 11 epyu , 

                     )0,0(   otherwise. 

  upf  is called a generalized fuzzy soft mapping [GFS  mapping for short ] and )( Ffup  is called aGFS  

image of a GFSS F . 

 

Definition 2.12. [5] Let YXu :  and 21: EEp   be mappings. Let 

),(),(: 21 EYGFSSEXGFSSfup   be a GFS  mapping and ),( 2EYGFSSG  .  

Then,   ),()( 1

1 EXGFSSGfup 


 defined as follows:  

 )((),())((())()((1 epxuepGxeGfup  
   for XxEe  ,1 . 

   )(1

Gfup


 is called a GFS  inverse image of G . 

If u  and p  are injective then the generalized fuzzy soft mapping upf  is said to be generalized fuzzy soft 

injective ( GFS  injective for short). If u  and p  are surjective then the generalized fuzzy soft mapping upf  is 

said to be generalized fuzzy soft surjective ( GFS  surjective for short). The generalized fuzzy soft mapping 

upf  is called generalized fuzzy soft constant ( GFS  constant for short), if u  and p  are constant. 

 

Proposition 2.13. [5] Let  ),(, 1EXGFSSHF  and ),(, 2EYGFSSMG   For the generalized fuzzy 

soft mapping  ),(),(: 21 EYGFSSEXGFSSfup  , the following statements hold: 

(1) If  HF ~ , then  ),(,)(~)( 1EXGFSSHFHfFf upup   , 

 (2) If  MG ~ , then  ),(,)(~)( 2

11 EYGFSSMGMfGf upup  

 . 

 

Definition 2.14. [4] The generalized fuzzy soft set ),( EXGFSSF   is called a generalized fuzzy soft point 

( GFS  point in short) if there exist Ee  and Xx such that 

(i) )10())((   xeF and 0))(( yeF for all }{xXy  ,  

(ii) )10()(   e and 0)( e for all }{eEe  . We denote this generalized fuzzy soft point 

),(  exF  . 

),( ex  and ),(   are called respectively, the support and the value of  ex , . The class of all GFS  points in 

),( EX , denoted by ),( EXGFSP . Two GFS  points ),(  ex and ),(  ey   are said to be distinct if  

ee  .  

 

Definition 2.15. [4] Let F  be a GFSS  over ),( EX . We say that  Fex ~),(  read as ),(  ex  belongs 

to the GFSS  F  if  for the element ))((, xeFEe   and )(e  . 
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Evidently, every GFSS  F  can be expressed as the union of all the GFS  points which belong to F . 

 

Definition 2.16. [13] For any two GFSSs  F  and G  over ),( EX . F  is said to be a generalized fuzzy 

soft quasicoincident [GFS  quasicoincident in short ] with G , denoted by qGF , if there exist Ee  

and Xx  such that  1))(())(( xeGxeF   and  1)()( ex   . 

     If  F  is not [ GFS  quasi  coincident with G , then we write  GqF , i.e.,  for every Ee  and 

Xx , 1))(())((  xeGxeF   or for every Ee  and Xx , 1)()(  ex  . 

 

Definition 2.17.  [13]  Let ),(  ex be a GFS  point and F  be a GFSS over ),( EX . ),(  ex is said to be 

[ GFS  quasi coincident with F , denoted by  qFex ),( , if and only if there exists an element Ee  

such that 1))(( xeF  and  1)( e  . 

 

Theorem 2.18. [13]  Let ),(, EXGFSSGF   and ),(),( EXGFSPex  . Then: 

(1) 
cGFGqF   ~
, 

(2)  0
~~  GFqGF , 

(4) 
cFqF  , 

(3) 
cFexFqex  

~
),(),( . 

 

Proposition 2.19. [3] Let ),(,, EXGFSSHGF   and ),(),(),,( EXGFSPeyex 
 . Then: 

(1)  FqGGqF  ,  

(2)  GqFGF  0
~~

, 

(3)  HqFGHGqF ~, , 

(4) qGF there exists an  Fex ~),(  such that  qGex ),( ,    

 (5) ]),(),[(~
 qGexqFexGF  or  FqexGqex ),(),[(  , 

(8) ),(),(),( eeyxeyqex 
 or eeyx  ,( but 1  or )1 or 

)1,,(   eeyx  or )1,,(   eeyx , 

 (9) yx  or ee  Ieyqex   ,,,),(),( and Eee  , .  

 

Definition 2.20. [14] Let T  be a collection of generalized fuzzy soft sets over ),( EX . Then T  is said to be a 

generalized fuzzy soft topology ( GFST  in short) over ),( EX  if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) 0
~

and 1
~

 are in T ,  

(ii) ArbitraryGFS  unions of members of T  belong to T , 

(iii) Finite GFS  intersections of members of T belong to T . 

The triple ),,( ETX  is called a generalized fuzzy soft topological space ( GFST space, in short) over 

),( EX . The members of T  are called  generalized fuzzy soft open sets [ GFS  open in short] in ),,( ETX .  
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Definition  2.21. [5] Let ),,( ETX  be a GFST space. A GFSS F  in ),( EXGFSS  is called 

generalized fuzzy soft Q neighborhood ( briefly, GFSQ nbd) of H [resp. ),(  ex ] if there exists 

TG   such that qGH  and   FG ~  [resp.  qGex ),( and  FG ~ ].  

The family of all GFSQ nbds  of H  [resp. ),(  ex ],  denoted by )( HNq  [resp. ),(  exNq ]. 

 

Definition  2.22. [14,4]  Let ),,( ETX  be a GFST space. A GFSS F  in ),( EXGFSS  is called 

generalized fuzzy soft neighborhood ( briefly, GFS nbd) of H  [resp. ),(  ex ] if there exists TG   

such that   FGH  ~~
 [resp.  FGex  ~~),( ]. 

The family of all GFS nbds  of H  [resp. ),(  ex ],  denoted by )( HN  [resp. ),(  exN ]. 

Theorem 2.23. [5]  Let ),( EXGFSSF   and ),(),( EXGFSPex  . Then )(~),(  Fclex   if and 

only if  each   open GFSQ nbd of ),(  ex  is GFS  quasicoincident with F . 

 

Definition 2.24. [5] Let ),,( 11 ETX  and ),,( 22 ETY  be two GFST space, and  

),,(),,(: 2211 ETYETXfup   be a GFS  mapping. Then upf  is called generalized fuzzy soft continuous 

[ GFS continuous for short] if 1

1 )( TGfup 

  for all 2TG  . 

 

Theorem 2.25. [5] Let ),,( 11 ETX  and ),,( 22 ETY  be two GFST spaces. For a GFS  mapping 

),,(),,(: 2211 ETYETXfup  , the following statements are equivalent: 

(1)  upf  is GFS continuous, 

(2) for GFSS F  in ),( EXGFSS , the inverse image of every GFS nbd of )( Ffup  is a GFS nbd of 

F , 

(3) for each  GFSS  F  in ),( EXGFSS  and each GFS  nbd M  of )( Ffup , there is a GFS  nbd 

H  of F  such that  MHfup ~)( . 

III. GENERALIZED FUZZY SOFT QUASI SEPARATION AXIOMS 

Definition 3.1 [2] . A GFST  space ),,( ETX  is said to be: 

(1) generalized fuzzy soft 0T space ( 0GFST space for short) if for every pair of distinct GFS  points 

),(),,(  eyex   there exists a GFS  open set containing one of the points but not the other,  

(2) generalized fuzzy soft 1T space ( 1GFST space for short) if for every pair of distinct GFS  points 

),(),,(  eyex   there exists a GFS  open sets F  and G  such that  Fex ~),( ,  Fey  ~
),(  and 

 Gey  ~),( ,  Gex 
~

),( , 

(3)  generalized fuzzy soft 2T space ( 2GFST space for short) if for every pair of distinct GFS  points 

),(),,(  eyex  there exists disjoint GFS  open sets F and G  such that  Fex ~),(  and 

 Gey  ~),( , 

(4) generalized fuzzy soft regular space GFS  regular space for short) if for every  GFS  closed set H  and  

and every GFS  point ),(  ex such that  Hex ~),(  there exist disjoint GFS  open sets F  and G  
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such that  Fex ~),(  and  GH ~ . ),,( ETX  is called a generalized fuzzy soft  3GFST space 

( 3GFST space for short) if it is GFS  regular and 1GFST space,    

(5) generalized fuzzy soft normal  space ( GFS  normal  space for short) if for every disjoint GFS  closed sets  

H , K  there exist disjoint GFS  open sets M  and N  such that  MH ~ ,  NK ~ . ),,( ETX  is 

called a generalized fuzzy soft  4GFST space ( 4GFST space for short) if it is GFS  normal and 

1GFST space.    

Definition 3.2 [3] . A GFST space ),,( ETX  is said to be: 

(1) generalized fuzzy soft quasi 0T space (  0TGFSQ space for short) if for every 

),(),(),,( EXGFSPeyex 
  with ),(),(  eyqex   implies there exist     ),(~

),( 
exNO qex   

such that  ),(),( 
eyqO ex
  or there exist ),(~

),( 
eyNO qey
  such that ),(),( 

exqO ey  , 

  

(2) generalized fuzzy soft quasi 1T space (  1TGFSQ space for short) if for every 

),(),(),,( EXGFSPeyex 
  with ),(),(  eyqex   implies there exist ),(~

),( 
exNO qex   such 

that ),(),( 
eyqO ex
  and there exist ),(~

),( 
eyNO qey
  such that ),(),( 

exqO ey  , 

 

(3) generalized fuzzy soft quasi 2T space (  2TGFSQ space for short) if for every 

),(),(),,( EXGFSPeyex 
  with ),(),(  eyqex   implies there exist ),(~

),( 
exNO qex   and 

),(~
),( 

eyNO qey
   such that ),(),(  eyex OqO  , 

 

(4) generalized fuzzy soft  quasi 3T space (  3TGFSQ space for short) if GFSQ regular and 

 1TGFSQ space, 

 

(5) generalized fuzzy soft quasi 4T space (  4TGFSQ space for short) if GFSQ  normal and 

 1TGFSQ space.  

 

Definition 3.3. Let ),,( ETX  be a GFST space and ),(),(),,( EXGFSPeyex 
 . If there exist 

GFS  open sets F  and G  such that 

(a) When ee   or yx  ,  ),(  exNF  , ),(  eyqF   or ),(  eyNG   , ),(  exqG . 

(b) When ee  , yx   and   , (say),  ),(  eyNF q
  such that   Fqex ),( . 

Then ),,( ETX   is called a generalized fuzzy soft  0Tq space ( GFS  0Tq  space for short).    

 

Theorem 3.4. Let ),,( ETX  be a GFST space and ),,( ETX  GFS 0Tq  . Then ),,( ETX  is 

0GFST . 

Proof. Let ),,( ETX  be a GFST space and ),,( ETX  GFS 0Tq  . Suppose that ),,( ETX  is not 

0GFST . Then there exist distinct GFS  points ),(),,(  eyex  such that for every GFS  open set G  
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which  is containing ),(),,(  eyex   is GFS  subset G . Since ),(  ex  and ),(  ey   disjoint GFS  sets 

and  Gexex  ~),(~),( ,   Geyey  ~),(~),( , ),(  exNG   and 

)(),)(( eyeG   . Now,  

     Case I. When  5.0,5.0   , then  1))((  yeG , 1)(  e . Therefore, we have 

),(  eyqG  . This is contradiction. 

     Case II. When 5.0,5.0   , if we choose   1,1  , then ),(),(~
 exNeyG   

  and 1)())((   yyyeG  ,  1)()(    yee . Therefore, we have ),()],(~[  eyqeyG  . 

This is contradiction.  

 

Theorem 3.5.  ),,( ETX  GFST space is GFS 0Tq   if and only if for every pair of  distinct GFS  

points ),(  ex  and ),(  ey  , ),(
~

),(  eyclex   or ),(
~

),(  excley  . 

Proof. Let ),,( ETX  be GFS , ),(  ex  and ),(  ey   be two distinct GFS  points  in ),( EXGFSP . 

   Case I. When ee   or yx  , ),(  ex has a GFS nbd F such that ),(  eyqF   or ),(  ey   has a 

GFS nbd G  such that ),(  exqG . Suppose ),(  ex has a GFS nbd F such that ),(  eyqF  . 

Then F  is a GFS nbd  of ),(  ex  and  ),(  eyqF  . Hence ),(
~

),(  eyclex  . 

    Case  II. When ee   and yx   and   , (say),  then ),(  ey   has a GFSQ nbd which is 

not GFS  quasicoincident with  ),(  ex and so in this case also ),(
~

),(  excley  . 

    Conversely, let ),(  ex  and ),(  ey   be two distinct GFS  points in ),( EXGFSP . We suppose without 

loss of generality, that ),(
~

),(  eyclex  . When ee   or yx  , since ),(
~

),(  eyclex   for all  

1,0  , )0,0(),( 
 ey  and hence )1,1())(()),((  xeeycl c

 . Then 
ceycl )),(( 

  is a 

GFS nbd  of ),(  ex  such that ),()),((  eyqeycl c   . Also,  in case ee   and yx   we must have  

  ,    and then ),(  ex  has a GFSQ nbd  which is not GFS  quasicoincident with ),(  ey  .  

 

Definition 3.6. Let ),,( ETX  be a GFST space and ),(),(),,( EXGFSPeyex 
 . If there exist 

GFS  open sets F  and G   such that 

(a) When ee   or yx  ,  ),(  exNF  , ),(  eyqF  and ),(  eyNG   , ),(  exqG . 

(b) When ee  , yx   and   , (say),  ),(  eyNF q
  such that   Fqex ),( . 

Then ),,( ETX   is called a generalized fuzzy soft  1Tq space ( GFS  1Tq  space for short).    

 

Theorem 3.7. Let ),,( ETX  be a GFST space and ),,( ETX  GFS 1Tq  . Then ),,( ETX  is 

1GFST . 

 Proof. The proof is similar with the proof of Theorem 3.4. 

 

Theorem 3.8.  ),,( ETX  is GFS 1Tq  . if and only if each ),(),( EXGFSPex   is a GFS  closed 

set. 
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Proof. Suppose that for each ),(),( EXGFSPex   is a GFS  closed set. Then 
cex ),(   is a GFS  open 

set.  Let ),(),(),,( EXGFSPeyex 
 . 

    Case I. When  ee   or yx  ,  for ),(),( EXGFSPex  , 
cex ),(   is a GFS  open set such that 

),(~),(  eyNex c   and 
cexqex ),(),(  .  

Similarly 
cey ),( 

  is a GFS open set such that ),(~),(  exNey c   and 
ceyqey ),(),( 

 .   

    Case II. When ee  , yx   and   , (say), then ),(  ey   has a GFSQ nbd 
cex ),(    

which is not GFS  quasicoincident with  ),(  ex . Thus ),,( ETX  is a GFS 1Tq  .space.  

    Conversely, let  ),,( ETX  be a GFS 1Tq  . space. Suppose that each GFS  point ),(  ex  is not  GFS  

closed set in T . Then ),(),(  exclex   and there exist ),(~),(  excley   such that 

),(),(  eyex  . 

    Case I. When  ee   or yx  . Suppose that   5.0,   . Since ),(~),(  excley  , by theorem 2.23 

for each ),(  eyNF q
 , ),(  exqF  Then there exist GFS  open set H such 

that  qHey ),(  ,  FH ~ . Hence 1))((  yeH ,  1)(  e  and  1))(( yeH , 

  1)( e . 

 Since  FHeyey 


~~),(~),( 11  , we have GFSQ nbd  F  of ),(  ey   such that  

),(  exqF . This is contradiction. If 5.0,  , we choose 1 , 1  the proof can be done as above. 

    Case  II. When ee  , yx   and   , (say),  Since ),(~),(  excley  , by theorem 2.23 for 

each  ),(  eyNF q
 , ),(  exqF . This is contradiction. 

 

Definition 3.9. Let ),,( ETX  be a GFST space and ),(),(),,( EXGFSPeyex 
 . If there exist 

GFS  open sets F  and G   such that 

 (a) When ee   or yx  ,  ),(  exNF  , ),(  eyNG   such that   GqF . 

(b) When ee  , yx   and   , (say),  ),(  eyNF  , ),(  eyNG q
  such that  GqF .  

Then ),,( ETX   is called a generalized fuzzy soft  2Tq space ( GFS  2Tq space for short).  

 

Theorem 3.10. Let ),,( ETX  be a GFST space and ),,( ETX  GFS 2Tq  . Then ),,( ETX  is 

2GFST . 

 Proof. The proof is similar with the proof of Theorem 3.4. 

 

Remark 3.11. From definitions one deduce the following implications hold: 

                    

                                               GFS 2Tq      GFS 1Tq    GFS 0Tq   
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Theorem 3.12.  ),,( ETX  be a 2Tq   if and only if for every  ),(:)(~),(  exNFFclex   

Proof. Let ),,( ETX  be a GFS  2Tq space.  ),(  ex  and ),(  ey  are  GFS  points in ),( EXGFSP  

such that ),(),(  eyex  . If ee   or yx  , then there are GFS  open sets F  and G  containing 

),(  ey   and ),(  ex  respectively such that   GqF . Then G  is a GFS open nbd of  ),(  ex  and F  

is a GFSQ open nbd of ),(  ey   such that   GqF  i.e., ),(  eyqF  . Hence  )(~),(  Gcley  . 

If ee  , yx  , then   , and hence there are a GFSQ nbd F  of ),(  ey   and GFS nbd 

of ),(  ex  such that   GqF . Hence )(~),(  Gcley  . 

    Conversely, let ),(  ex  and ),(  ey   be two distinct GFS  points in ),( EXGFSP . 

    Case I. When ee   or yx  . We  first suppose that 1,0     or  1,0    , say 1,0   . 

Then there exist a positive real numbers  sr,  with  10  s  and 10  r .  

By hypothesis, there exists a GFS open nbd F  of ),(  ey   such that )(~),( Fclex rs  . Then ),( rs ex  

has a GFSQ open  nbd G  such that   FqG . Now,  1))(( xeGs   and 1)( er   so that  

 sxeG 1))((  and   re 1)(  and hence G  is a GFS  nbd of ),(  ex  such that 

 GqF , where F  is a GFS nbd of ),(  ey  . 

    In Case  1  , by hypothesis, there exist a GFS open  nbd F  of  ),(  ex  such that  

)0.0())()((  yeFcl   i.e., 0))()((  yeFcl , 0))(( ecl  . Then 
cFclG )]([    is a GFS nbd of 

),(  ey   such that  GqF . 

    Case II. Let ee  , yx   and   , (say), then there exists a GFS nbd F  of  ),(  ex  such 

that )(~),(  Fcley  . Consequently, there exist a GFSQ nbd G  of ),(  ey   such that  GqF . Then 

),,( ETX  is GFS 2Tq  . 

 

Theorem 3.13. Let ),(, 2EYGFSSGF  , ),,(),,(: 2211 ETYETXfup   be GFS  mapping and F  is 

not GFS  quasicoincident with G . Then )(1

Ffup


  is  not GFS  quasicoincident with  )(1

Gfup


. 

Proof.  Let   GqF    For all 2Ek  and Yy :  1))(())((  ykGykF , 1)()(  kk   

     For all 1Ee  and Xx  : 1))())((( ))())(((  xuepGxuepF , 1))(())((  epep   

     For all 1Ee  and Xx  : 1))()(())()(( 11   xeGfxeFf upup , 1))(())(( 11   efef upup   

     )()( 11

 GfqFf upup


.   

 

Theorem 3.14.  Let ),,(),,(: 2211 ETYETXfup   be GFS continuous. Then if corresponding 

GFSQ open  nbd G  of ),(  ey   in ),( 2EY  there exist a GFSQ open  nbd F  of ),(  ex  in 

),( 1EX  such that  GFfup ~)( , where ),(),(  eyexfup
 . 

Proof. Let upf  be GFS continuous and let G  be a GFSQ open  nbd of ),(  ey   in ),( 2EY . Then 

1))(( yeG  , 1)( e  and hence there exist two positive real number   ,  such that 
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  1))(( yeG ,   1)( e so that G  is a GFS open  nbd of ),(  ey  . Since upf  is 

GFS continuous, there exists a GFS  opennbd  F  of ),(  ex  such that   GFfup ~)( .  

Now, ))(( xeF , )(e   implies ))((1 xeF ,  )(1 e   and so F  a GFSQ  opennbd 

of ),(  ey  .      

 

Theorem 3.15. Let ),,( 11 ETX  be a GFST space,  ),,( 22 ETY  be a GFS  2Tq space and 

),,(),,(: 2211 ETYETXfup   be GFS  injective, GFS continuous mapping. Then ),,( 11 ETX  is a 

GFS  2Tq space. 

Proof. Let ),,( 22 ETY  be a GFS  2Tq space and ),,(),,(: 2211 ETYETXfup   be GFS  injective, 

GFS continuous  mapping. ),(),(),,( EXGFSPeyex 
 . 

    Case I. When ee   or yx  , then ),(),(  eyfexf upup
 . Then ),,( 22 ETY  be a 

GFS  2Tq space, ),(  exfup , ),(  eyfup
  have GFS open nbds  F , G   such that  GqF . Then 

by Theorem 2.25, 3.14 )(1

Ffup


 and )(1

Gfup


 are GFS open  nbds of ),(  ex  and ),(  ey   

respectively such that )()( 11

 GfqFf upup


.  

    Case II. When ee  , yx   and   , , then ),(),(  eyfexf upup
 . Then ),,( 22 ETY  be 

a GFS  2Tq space, )),((  exfNF up , )),((  eyfNG upq
 , such that  GqF . Then by 

Theorem 2.25, 3.14  ),()(1

 exNFfup 
 and ),()(1

 eyNGf qup


 such that )()( 11

 GfqFf upup


. 

Then ),,( 11 ETX  is a GFS  2Tq space. 

 

Definition 3.16. A GFST space ),,( ETX  is a generalized fuzzy soft q regular (GFS q regular for 

short) if and only if for any GFS  closed set H  in  ),( EXGFSS  and any GFS  point ),(  ex  in 

),( EXGFSP  such that  Hex 
~

),( .    

(a) When 0))(( xeH , 0)( e , there are GFS open sets F  and G  such that 

 Fex ),( ,  GH ~  ,  and  GqF . 

(b) When 0))(( xeH , 0)( e , there are GFS open sets F  and G  such that  qFex ),( ,  GH ~  

and  GqF . A GFS 1Tq   and GFS q regular is a generalized fuzzy soft  3Tq space 

( GFS  3Tq space for short).  

 

Theorem 3.17. A GFST space ),,( ETX  is a GFS q regular if and only if for a GFS  point ),(  ex  

and any GFS  open G  in ),( EXGFSS  such that  qGex ),(  there is an  GFS open set F  such that 

 qFex ),(  and   GFcl ~)( .  

Proof.  Let ),,( ETX  be  GFS q regular. On the other hand, a GFS  point ),(  ex  and  GFS open G  

in  ),( EXGFSS  are given such that  qGex ),( . Then  
cG  is GFS  closed set and 

cGex  
~

),(  . 
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     Case I. When 0))(( xeGc
, 0)( ec , since ),,( ETX  is GFS q regular, there are GFS open sets 

F  and H such that  Fex ~),( ,   HGc ~  and   HqF . Then  GH c ~  and  
cHF  

~ . Since 

)( Fcl  is smallest GFS  closed set which containing F , we have  GHFclF c  ~~)(~ . 

     Case II. When 0))(( xeGc
, 0)( ec , there exist GFS open sets F  and H such that  qFex ),( , 

 HGc ~  and  HqF . Since )( Fcl  is smallest GFS closed set which containing F , we have 

 GHFclF c  ~~)(~  and  qFex ),( .  

     Conversely,  let any GFS  closed set H  be in ),( EXGFSS  and any GFS point ),(  ex be in 

),( EXGFSP  such that  Hex 
~

),( . Then 
cH  is GFS  open set and  

cqHex  ),( . 

    Case I. When 0))(( xeH , 0)( e , if 5.0,  , then there exists GFS open set F  such that 

 Fex ~),(  and 
cHFcl  ~)( .  

Therefore, we have  Fex ~),( , 
cFclH )]([~

   and  
cFclqF )]([  . 

If 5.0,  , then exists GFS open set F  such that  Fex 
~),( 11  and 

cHFcl  ~)( . Therefore, we 

have  Fex ~),( , 
cFclH )]([~

   and  
cFclqF )]([  . 

   Case II. When  0))(( xeH , 0)( e , there exists GFS open set F  such that  qFex ),(  and 

cHFcl  ~)( . So, we have  qFex ),( , 
cFclH )]([~

   and 
cFclqF )]([  . Then ),,( ETX  is 

GFS q regular. 
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